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Falstaff misconceives the standard of proof required to establish that an acquisition's effect "may
be substantially to lessen competition" within the
meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Under its
analysis the government apparently would have to
show that Falstaff's management had affirmatively
decided to enter the New England market, and then
had changed its plans because it determined to acquire Narragansett; that small breweries which might
(1)
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form the ~asis for foothold entry were currently for
sale on terms acceptable to Falstaff; and that as a
result of its decision to enter by acquisition of a large
market sh¥re, concentration in New England actually
increased. i Such requirements would make Section 7
v_irtually ipa~plicable t~ cases involving the elimination of potential competition.
The pu~ose of Section 7 ·was to stem a rising tide
of concen~ration in American industry. Congress's
concern with structural factors was based upon its
belief that industry structure is the index of measurable co1~petition. Apart from the use of criteria
such as re~ative market shares, and concentration, it
is, as Fal1taff's expert testified, "very hard to measure if not impossible to measure the degree of competition arpong the firms" (App. 230). That is ·why
this Courti has in numerous decisions under Section
7 concluded that market structure- the total number
of firms, ~heir relative market shares, the extent of
concentrat~on among the leading firms, barriers to
entry, and. the influence of outside firms as potential
competitors-is the standard by which a tendency toward the lessening of competition ·will be measured
(U.S. Br., p. 16).
In applying Section 7 to this case, therefore, the
government was required to demonstrate only that
F alstaff's place in the structure of the New England
1narket was that of a significant potential competitor;
and that its self-elimination from that role by acquiring Nai·ragansett's 20 percent market: share, instead of entering as a new or foothold competitor,
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would probably lessen competition substantially. As
explained in our main brief, the government inade
that showing.
a. Falstaff as a potential co1npetiio·r in New E'ngland. To establish that Falstaff ·was a significant
potential competitor in the New England market, the
government showed, from objective evidence, that
considering the concentrated structure of the New
England market, Falstaff's financial capability to enter independently or by a foothold acquisition, its
economic incentive to do so, and the r easonable prospects for making such an entry successful, there
existed a basis for entry which would be reasonably
acceptable to prudent management, if entry by ac·
quisition were not available. (U.S. Br. p. 25.)
Whether in fact Falstaff's management would have
entered is not the point. For the question is not
what management would have done, but what it reasonably could have been expected to do. It is the
latter factor t11at makes potential competition a significant influence upon market structure.
Under this practical criterion, the government met
its burden. It showed the Ne\V England market was
expanding, that Falstaff's business advisor (Little)
had urged it to enter the Northeast de novo (and had
Warned of the antitrust risks of entering by a large
acquisition, App. 557); that numer ou s small distributors were anxious to handle its product; that,
according to its own expert, Falstaff could have earned
a better rate of return on a new plant than it in
fact has earned from the acquisition (App. 287-289);
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that it had substantial experience in expanding small,
faltering breweries into profitable operations; that
it had a uperior financial rating which \vould enable
it to obtain financing; and that it had been a leader
in devel9ping its own distributor organization. All
of these actors demonstrate that its independent or
foothold ntry could be considered a prudent business
risk and hat it thus 'vas an influence on the market.
Indeed, t e small dist'ributors who had written to it,
a nd the wo small brew·eries which invited it to acquire the~, are strong evidence that even at their
level Falstaff's role as a potential competitor was
recognized.
Falsta~ argues that the government, to show reasonable ~rospects for successful entry, must ascertain "the potential profit which Falstaff might have
earned" ~y entering New E ngland de novo or by a
foothold ~ntry (Br. 13-14). But its influence as a
potential ~ntrant could affect! the pricing behavior of
firms in ~he market, so that prices became stabilized
below the \level of profitability which would encourage
it to entef. United States v. Pen~Olin Co., 378 U.S.
158, 17 4. Insofar as the profit Falstaff might have
earned by actual entry is concerned, proof of w·hat
might have been is ahvays conjectural. All that can,
or need, be proved is that a reasonable basis for successful entry exists. And this basis necessarily takes
into account the fact that all marketing decisions involve some risk.
Falstaff's erroneous insistence upon precise proof
of what might have been also permeates its cont.en-
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tion that it could not have made a foothold acquisition

in New England. It calls for proof of the terms on
which such acquisitions might have been made (Br.
21-22). But again, Section 7, ·which concerns only
probabilities, does not go so far. As we have shown
(U.S. Br., p. 36), both Dawson's Brewery in N e\v
Bedford, lVIassachusetts, and Diamond Spring in Lawrence, Massachusetts, had made overtures to Falstaff
(App. 324-325), and Falstaff had approached New
York and New J ersey bre\ver s (Piel's, Ballentine's,1
Liebman's) with substantial New E ngland sales (U.S.
Br. 31) . Even without such overtures, however, the
smaller fu·ms represented the same kind of candidates
for lawful acquisition as the many other small breweries Falstaff had acquired and developed as it grew
to its present size and str ength. See K ennecott Cow er
Corp., 3 Trade Reg. Rep. ~ 19,619 (FTC), affirmed,
C.A. 10 No. 71-1371 (September 15, 1972).
We do not question that Falstaff might not have
found the acquisition of one of the smaller companies
in the market to be as "attractive" (Br. 21-22)
as the acquisition of Narragansett's strong marke~ ~o
sition and distributor organization. Anticompetitive
acquisitions are attractive precisely because they ~re
.
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ent y by competition is not: relevant where the latter
is feasible under the criteria we have outlined.
~. Competitive Effect. Falstaff contends that the
posf_.a:~uisition evidence conclusively sh~ws tha~ its
acqr1s1tion of Narragansett was not anticompetitive
becruse prices in the market have ren1ained constant,
concentration has not increased and NarragansettFa staff has acquired no power over prices. It also
ar es that there has been no adverse competitive
eff t because, despite the acquisition, Narragansett's
ma ket share has decreased.
This argument misconceives the competitive issue.
The anticompetitive effect of the acquisition is the
loss of Falstaff's presence as an aggressive firm standin~ on the edge of the New England (and the Northeastern) market. What would have been gained, had
Fafstaff entered de novo or by a foothold acquisition,
would have been a vigorous new competitor which,
in ts struggle to enlarge its market share, would have
alt red the structure of this concentrated market by
in educing an additional and vigorous competitive
factor. That struggle might even have resulted in
lower prices.
Instead, concentration r emained at the same levels,
prices have not declined, and the structural influence
of Falstaff as a potential competitor has been lost.
Growth or shrinkage in Narragansett's market share
thus sheds no light on whether the merger eliminated
potential competition in the New England beer
market.
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CONCLUSION

The judgment of the district court should be reversed and the case remanded for the entry of an appropriate decree.
Respectfully submitted.
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